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CODY'S BASKETEERS BULLDOGS TROUNCED REV. LONG DELIVERS FLORIDA BESTED BY TIGER QUINTET
JUNGALEER OUTFIT OVERWHELMS GATORS
BYTIOER FIVE MESSAGE TO CORPS
SMOTHERJECH QUINT
Tigers Show Superiority in

Tigers, Led by Captain Jones,
Gibson and Woodruff Lead Score Tied Many Times as Rev. N. G. Long Speaks in
Second Victory Over Florida
Come from Behind to
Tigers in Decisive Victory
Both Teams Battle for Edge
Chapel on "Things In Life
Win 33 to 28
Captain Bob Jones was the primary
Worthwhile"
tactor in the Tigers conquest over
The Clemson Tiger's conquest of
The Bengals added another scalp
The Clemson Tigers defeated the a vicious, clawing quintet of FloriGeorgia Tech in the new field, house to their already heavily loaded belt
Florida Alligators by the overwhelm- da 'Gators who were subd.ued in
Saturday night by a 40-2 6 score by virtue of their 38 to 3 5 victory
At the chapel services Monday ing score of 47 to 20 last Tuesday
marked their third consecutive Con- over the Citadel Bull Dogs in the morning, the Clemson cadets had night. On account of the slick con- the new Field House Wednesday
ference victory of the past week.
fastest, most dazzling game wit- the rare privilege of having as its dition of the floor, there were many night, February 12, by an equally
vicious band of Bengals who came
The Tiger mentor started his re- nessed on the new field house floor. guest, Reverand Nat. G. Long, who,
spills and falls.
from behind in the second period or
vamped lineup again and the new The cadets from the historic banks as representative of the general
Clemson scored first when Gibson a dazzling game to win 33-28.
■combination was effective enough to of the Ashley river, underdogs as hoard of education, is charged with
sank a beautiful shot. Both teams
Both teams were erratic in handrun up a substantial lead which the well as bull dogs before the contest the task of visiting a number of
started the game like two well-oiled ling the ball in the opening stanza,
Technicians were never able to over- played in their best form of the colleges throughout the South, and
machines, but the oil soon ran out nouody seemed to bo "right". Bom
come, despite a spirited rally in the year and turned a large crowd into bringing to them a message.
At of the Gator Machine. The Tigers
Tiger and Gators were scrambling
a howling frenzy by their heroic this time, Rev. Long spoke to the
second half.
took an early lead and steadily in and slipping after a sphere that
Tech's second-half rally added the struggle which almost spelled defeat ■corps on the subject, "Things that
creased it through-out the game. seemed to be ever elusive
necessary spark to what would other- foi the Tigers.
make life worth while." This talk During the initial period, Gibson
The "fireworks" were uncorked
Both
teams
started
slowly,
each
wise have been a slow, uninterestwas thoroughly enjoyed by hoth the and Lester were the outstanding
late in the period. Bob Jones, who
feeling for a scoring opportunity student body and the faculty; which
ing game.
players. The score at the end of seemed to be the only Tiger who
The game was characterized by which seldom presented itself and fact was evidenced by the undivided
the first half was 23 to 8 in Clem- could shoot, was waging a gallant
considerable roughness which result- the half ended 13 to 10 with Tigers interest which was shown the things
son's favor.
duel with Captain demons and
ed in the ejection of three Tech men leading.
he had to say.
During the second frame, Florida Baker, Florida sharpshooters, toWhat Josh Cody and Benny Blatt
via the foul route.
Rev. Long began his speech by showed some improvement. Hirsch, maintain the Tiger prestige.
He
Red Williamson, playing only in told their proteges during the ten
asking,
"What are the things that with two field goals and one foul, did not seem equal to the task an.cS
the second half, was the bright light minutes pow-wow will never be
make life worth while?"
"Some led the visitors in scoring. Romaine the half ended 21-1S for the Gators
of the Tech offense and high point known in words, but judging from
people",
he
said,
"think
that
self- Smith and Jones were the outstand- despite his efforts.
man of the game with twelve points the playing that followed, they must
indulgence, wealth, and the applause ing Clemson players during this
The Tiger team that started the
"Hoot" Gibson and "Foggy" Wood- have said plenty.
second half was an inspired aggreVandiver, the lofty Bulldog cen- of friends are the main attributes half.
ruff were outstanding for the Tigers.
Josh Cody started a new lineup gation.
._ | which go toward the making of a
They changed a dappled
Each scored nine points besides be- ter, sunk three goals in rapid sue
against the "Gators", and it worked scoring contest of mediocre interest
life
worth
while;
but.
this
is
not
cession
to
begin
the
scoring
parade,
j
potent factors in a defense that ofso."
He drew an aH&wer to his smoother than the Tiger team on into a sparkling encounter which
and Tiedeman and Whitington folfered stubborn resistance.
question from a speech on this the preceeding evening. This game
completely dazzled the visitors and
lowed with one each to give the
Lineups:
subject, made by Sir Harry Lauder, made it two in a row for Clemson
created a pandemonium among the
FG FT PF cadets from Charleston a substanCLEMSON
Both contests
in which the famous Scotch comed- in as many days.
tial lead. The Tigers seemed dazed,
mildly interested spectators.
3 3
3
Gibson, f
ian stated that there were four were at the expense of the Florida
Romaine Smith entered the stor2 3
but with their hacks to the wall
3
Jones, f
things which went towards the mak- Alligators.
0
ing column with two goals to put
they rallied and came back with a
0 1
Clark, c
ing of life worth while; home life,
The Lineup:—
0
viciousness that temporarily dismay0
the Tigers in the lead and Craiu
1
Lester, g
G F PF TP
work, "a neighbor across the garden Clemson
ed their flashy opponents and gave
2
5 0
Woodruff, g
3 0 2 6 and Jones increased the margin
Gibson, F
1
with an avalanche of shots. From
them a 29 to 27 lead with only a wall", and God.
0 1
Thomas, f
"The home is the unit of society", Jones, F
2
1
2
few
seconds
to
play.
Then
Carter,
this point on, the Tigers were never
Crain, c
2
who had been waging a dogged said F.ev. Long, "and the finest Clark, C
2
1
headed.
Smith, g
defensive fight throughout the game, values which we recieve in life are Lester, G
With seven minutes to go, the
1 sent the ball swishing thru the net received from it; we all look for- Woodruff, G
12 16
Gators strived desperately to overTotals
Thomas, F
come the Tiger lead, but Leister,
FG FT PF from a difficult angle and knotted ward to the time when we can
GEORGIA TECH
have
a
sacred
home
of
our
own,
Hewitt, F
0 3
substituting for Woodruff, thwartea
0
the score.
Perkins, f
In the extra period that followed and we should, while in college, Crain, C
0
3
1
all of their short range attacks. At
Heeke, f
4
Doodle Thomas and Captain Booga prepare ourselves so that we will Smith, G
0
1
this juncture, Emmelhaina rung one
Raines, c
4
0
Jones got the range and fired away be worthy of this home."
0
Goldin, g
21 5 10 47 from the center of the floor and
TOTALS
"God has a plan for every man's
0
successfully to put the Tigers in
4
3
demons made two foul shotsi The
Wages, g
1
4
the lead.
The extra round was life and expects every one of us FLORIDA
4
Williamson, f
G F PF TP attack was short lived, however,
0
jammed with thrills.
Both teams to work, and to be great we must Emmelhainz, F
0
0
for the game ended soon after with
Warner, f
2
were
fighting
desperately
and the learn to serve others. 'How much Clemmons, F
1
0
the Bengals on the long end of the
Wilson, f
0
dazzling passwork bewildered the can I give', should be our motto,
0
0
column.
Tate, g
Baker, C
not, 'How much can I get'."
frenzied spectators.
Bob Jones, with eighteen points,
North, G
Doodle Thomas seemed to have
10 « 17
And then, in our rush to get Waters, G
ably assisted by Crain, Smith, and
Totals
recovered his shooting eye and gar- education and achieve something in
Lester, was the vital cog in the
Hirsch, F
nered ten points besides playing life, we should not forget that 'a McLuclas, F
Tiger attack, while Captain demons
a brilliant floor game. Booga Jones neighbor across the garden wall' is
and Baker, the lofty center, were
Cclson, F
turned the tide of victory for his one of God's greatest gifts to man.
outstanding for Florida.
Perrine, G
team with five points in the extra Rev. Long stated that we could
Lineup:
Deford, G
period and Foggy Woodruff halted pass this way but once, and that
FG FT PT TP
CLEMSON
the Bulldog attack with a stearling we should therefore, take an inter0
1 .2
1
7 6 13 20 Thomas
TOTALS
Delightful Entertainment to be defensive game when the danger
est in our fellowmen, love our neigh1 If.
8 2
Jones, f
Given in Chapel Saturday
seemed most imminent.
bors and make friends.
8
2
2 4
Crain, c
Captain Tiedeman, Whitington,
4
1
2
0
Smith, g
"But, without God these other
JL thrilling, hair-raising, dramatit; and Vandiver were the
greatest three things come to naught—they
0
0 0
1
Woodruff, g
ewtertainment of enlightenment en- threats in what was almost a Cita1'
1
1
0
Lester, g
are temporary, and when they pass
titled "Counterfeit Miracles" In del victory.
0
0
0
0
Gibson, f
and we are left alone; then we feel
■which a daring exposure is made of
the need of God".
God is the Dance Sponsored by Senior
spiritism, psychic phenomena, cry13
7
7 32
Total
most important thing in our life,
Class to Take Place March 7
stal gazing, mindreading, methods
FG FT TP PT
FLORIDA
the foundation upon which a good
of fraudulent mediums, etc., usin? in "The Act". In other words, the
1
0 3
1
and happy life is built.
To many it will be a disappoint- Hirsch, f
9
3
1
3
some of the world's greatest mys- De Jen Company produces some of
demons, f
5
0
1 10
Rev. Long concluded his talk ment to learn that Clemson's Mid- Baker, c
teries an dillusions in the demon- the world's greatest mysteries and
6
0
3
winter hop has been postponed from Emmelhainz,
3
strations, is to be presented by De illusions and then explains them. by saying that we come to college
3 0
0
0
Waters,
g
February
21
to
March
7.
After
Jen and Company at Clemson, Feb. The members composing this un- so that we will be prepared to
0
0
0
0
much consideration the Senior Danc- North, f
22, at 8 P. M. De Jen and Com- usual company have spent all their give the world something worth
ing club decided that the latter
12 4 8 28
pany is not a company of magicians lives studying and investigating while, and to draw the richest
Totals
date was better suited because of
or sleight-of-hand performers, and spiritism, psychic phenomena, mind- things from life. "However all that
ton Pickers will he the jazz exciters
does not do a lot of funny tricks reading, psychology, illusion, etc., we get from college, all that life the recent quarantine and the proximity to the last dance. It was also on that occasion. It is an eleven
gives
to
us,
will
be
based
on
these
and
know
all
the
secrets
of
Hindu
and pull rabbits from people's coats,
learned that the Winthrop girls niece recording orchestra that has
but a life-size ghost will float over fakirs as well as the modern ma- four things; the type of home we
were
not to have a holiday on that made quite a reputation for itself
hare,
our
ability
to
work,
the
numIn short, the program is
the heads of the audience, spirits rician.
as a manufacturer of harmony and
date.
ber
of
friends
we
make,
and
our
backed
with
a
genuine
scientific
will manifest themselves in many
Russ
Bolin
and
his
Original
Cotpep.
Relationship with God."
different ways, just to be exposed knowledge.
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judges selected, and arrangements
made for the annual contest. Places
were drawn and the representatives
will be heard in the following order:
College of Charleston, Furman, Wofford, Erskine, Clemson, Newberry,
Carolina, Presbyterian, and The Citadel. A duscussion as to whether
"HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON
previous contest winners would be
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college allowed to participate in this year's
session, by the Corps of Cadets of demson College.
contest was brought up and it was
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College, decided that they would be eligible.
By this decision Graham Reid of
South Carolina.
Erskine, last year's winner and Farr
BiaagBESlBlgraxiKiHlsiiHiiK^^
of Clemson, winner year before last,
will be eligible to participate. After
EDITORIAL STAFF
the meeting the committee had
J. G. ADAMS
Editor-in-Chief
lunch at the Jefferson hotel.
A. R. CRAWFORD
Associate Editor
Those
present at the meeting
W. G. DAY
Associate Editor
were: Thompson Cooksey of the
H. A. RIPPLEMEYER
Athletic Editor
Citadel, president; A. J. Tamsberg
E. R. KELLY
Associate Athletic Editor
of the College of Charleston, viceT L. SHIPPEY
Associate Athletic Editor
president; R. W. Stokes of Wofford,
recording secretary; R. H. AtkinC. E. CRUTCHFIELD
Exchange Editor
son, corresponding secretary; R. M.
W. C. SNYDER
Feature Editor
Lynn of Presbyterian, treasurer;
J. P. LITTLEJOHN
Society Editor
F. B. Farr of Clemson, T. M. M<cC. P. HOGARTH, JR.
Y. M. C. A. Editor
Bride of Erskine; Bruce Thompson
G. W. CHAVOUS
Clubs Editor
of Furman and H. L. Shull of NewE. P. SHEHEEN
Joke Editor
berry, executive committeemen.
W. E. BELCHER
Associate Joke Editor
The preliminaries to decide who
J. H. STEPHENS
Assignment Editor
will represent Clemson at Winthrop
STAFF REPORTERS
will be held sometime in March.
H. C. WOODSON, B. F. MARTIN, D. G. JETER, J. L. KISH,
The definite date will be announced
F. E. JOHNSTONE, J. E. BAKER, W. K. ELLIS, W. K.
later.
Any cadet is eligible and
JORDAN, S. D. WATSON, H. B. WILSON, H. H. GIBkeen competition is desired so that
SON, O. H. GREEN, CARLYLE COURTNEY
the best speaker can be selected to
represent the Tigers. The best speakBUSINESS STAFF
er will be chosen, no matter if he
F. H. CRYMES
Business Manager
be freshman or senior.
Speeches
A. D. HOWARD
Associate Business Manager
can be on any subject, but mut not
be over 2000 words long. All exCIRCULATION STAFF
pences of the representative will be
R. H. McGee
Circulation Manager
paid by the college.
T. H. FAGG
Assistant Circulation Manager
In the thirty-two contest that
B. L. PAGE
Associate Circulation Manager
have been held, Clemson has won
W. G. NEELY
Associate Circulation Manager
only twice.
BEiaaiaHBisiiaiiaiaaaiHiiiiB^

EDITORIAL

CLEMSON PUGS LOSE
TO GEORGIA BULLDOGS

While it is no policy of this paper to enter upon discussion
of politics and political problems, we feel that it would be
Joe Guyon's youthful advocates
nothing short of unpardonable negligence to allow the recent of the manly art of legalized assault
steps taken by the South Carolina legislature with regard to and battery came out on the short
appropraitions for state institutions of higher learning, of end of a 4-3 count in their tilt with
which group Clemson is a member to go unmentioned. South
Carolina legislators, in what they term "an effort to reduct the
annual expenditures of our state government, have passed
a bill providing a ten percent cut in the appropriations for
the maintenance of all state colleges. The colleges that will
be forced to suffer the effects of this socalled "step toward
greater economy" are the Citadel, Carolina, Clemson and
Winthrop.
The question that should be investigated by all persons who
are at all interested in the welfare of our state is whether
or not the reduction of an already too meager sum of money
appropriated for the maintenance of institutions which have
as their aim the training of practical citizens is in truth a
move toward economy. A state's legislature is supposed to
represent the majority of the citizens of the state. Surely
it cannot be true that the majority of the citizens are so ignorant as to believe that a reduction in the amount of money
expended in the training of better farmers, better business
men, better industrial leaders, better teachers, better engineers, and on a whole more practical citizens is a step in the
direction of economy.
Will a people of the character and intelligence of South
Carolinians sit idly by and allow a group of men, the most of
whom are totally ignorant of the existing circumstances at any
of the state colleges, pass bills which are only political blinds
and which are indeed contrary to any progress?
This
question is indeed a vitally important issue.
There is one means of assuring cessation of legislative practices that will result, as will the previously mentioned step,
in the disintegration of a once prominent state. This means
is the organization of the alumni of all schools which receive
aid thru state appropriations for the purpose of eliminating
from public office those persons who appeal to the voters thru
false platforms and satisfy their followers by originating acts
that are hidden efforts to undermine the welfare of our state.
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At a business meeting of the
South Carolina intercollegiate oratorical association held in Columbia,' Saturday, February 15th., it

Mrs. Josh Cody gave a delightful
Valentine bridge party on Friday af
ternoon. After the game the guests
were usheered into the dining room
\vhere lovely valentine refreshments
were served.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Bryan entertained guests at their home on two
evenings daring the past week,
bridge being played on both evenings. Following the games the hosteess served a salad course.
The Wednesday afternoon book
club held its usual meeting during
the last week, the hostess being Mrs.
D. W. Watkins. After an exchange
of books a short social hour was enjoyed with the serving of a salad
course.
Mrs. R. K. Eaton entertained at a
Tea last Tuesday afternoon complimentary to Mr. Eatons' mother, Mrs.
A. M. Eaton.
Mrs. A. R. Ramseur entertained
the Wednesday morning bridge club
at her home at Newry.
Professor and Mrs. S. B. Earle entertained the members of the engineering faculty at a stag dinner at
their home on Wendesday evening.
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TRY A PAIR OF OUR ARMOUR'S SOLES
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DILLARD'S SHOE SHOP
'Down Town'

WITH COLLEGE SEAL
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Men Who Have Won Before
Are to be Eligible Again,
Declares Committee

CAMPUS NOTES

MEMORY BOOKS

X
7

ORATORICAL MEET AT
WINTHROP THIS YEAR

Lightheavyweight; Forfeited to »
Torchia of Clemson.
Heavyweight:
Seigle,
Clemson
knocked out Stelling, Georgia, in
the second round of a three round
fracas.

tT

7
7
7
7
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7
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was decided for the annual contest
to be held again this year at Winthrop on April 18th. All the association's officers and executive
committeemen were present. A. J.
Tamsberg of the College of Charleston, vice-president presided and
j Thompson Cooksey of The Citadel,
president, led most of the discussions along with Robert K. Atkinson of Carolina and Farr of Clemson.
Several amendments were made
to the association's constitution,

the University of Georgia at Athens
last Saturday night.
The Big Indian's protege's actually won only two bouts, the other
was forfeited. "Big Gun" Cannon
clouted his 'bout the ring for three
rounds, but the judges were not
satisfied and called for another
round.
Cannon responded to the
call and proceede dto pound his
opponent unmercifully to win.
Reuben Seigle, the Fighting Hebrew and pride of Anderson county,
clearly demonstrated his ability to
KO ringers as well as palookas. Ruben had a tough time.
His opponent, Stelling, shot a terrific right
to his forehead in the first round
and Reuben bit the canvas. The
stouthearted Hebrew was far from
gone though and came back to take
the second round and win the bout
by a technical knockout over his
gigantic opponent.
Summaries:
Bantamweight: Brown, Georgia,
won ia decision over Seigler, Clemson, in a bout that lasted four
rounds.
Featherweight: Russell of Georgia
defeated Hallman of Clemson in
three rounds.
Lightweight: Harvlqy of Georgia
KOed Gassaway of Clemson in the
first round.
Welterweight: Bond of Georgia
won the decision over Gantt of
Clemson in three rounds.
Middleweight: Cannon, Clemson,
defeated Scrieber, Georgia, in a
four round decision bout.

College Stationery
ENGRAVED SEALS AND DESIGNS

College Supplies, Fountain Pens

L C. Martin Drug Co.,
P. S. McCOLLUM, MANAGER
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Dr. Daniel gave a short talk on
"The Qualifications of a Successful
Man".
After much discussion on
the subject, and as the council sat
before a bright, glowing and appealing fire letting their thoughts
i vary in every direction—especially
] home—Mrs. Daniel served delightful
I refreshments.
Each cadet present was requested to give his name and home address. This afforded much interest
and enthusiasm for everyone.
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VESPER SERVICE
Sunday evening, February 16, the
Rev. Nat. G. Long, of the general
board of education of Methodist
r
church, South gave a very interest* ing talk to a crowded auditorium
at the YMCA.
Following a few selected songs a
group of sentence prayers were
t begun by Cadet Black and closed
by Cadet Carpenter.
The president of the YMCA made a few remarks reminding the active mem• bers of the YMCA of the election
* of officers the first Sunday evening
In March. Then Rev. G. H. Hodges introduced the speaker of the
evening, the Reverend Mr. Long.
Reverand Long spoke on "Trial
of Pilate".
In this he compared
the trial of our lives with that of
Pilate. He stressed the point that
I* > the present is conditioning the fu. ture. He also stated the problems
in life that one has to solve—
Attitude toward God, Attitude toward man, and dominant purpose
v
of life.
*
The meeting was closed by a short
prayer by Reverend Mr. Long.
SOPHOMORE COUNCIL
The plan of the program committee of the Sophomore council is
to occasionally meet in various
|' ' homes on the campus during the
• second semester. To a certain extent this plan is being carried out
properly.
Last Tuesday evening Dr. and
■ Mrs. D. W. Daniel and Little Miss
Evelyn Daniel were host and hostesses at a delightful meeting at
• their home. Tuesday, February 18,
the council will meet at the home
• of Mrs. W. "W. Fitzpatrick on N.
Clemson Ave.
She will make a
talk on "My Travels Through Europe."
During the latter part of the
"semester the council hopes to meet
in other homes on the campus. It
v is very impressive for the cadets
to go into the homes and get a
.touch of home life. The council enjoys the hospitality shown, and assures deep appreciation for the kind' nesses extended in this way.
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YMCA NEWS ITEMS
SOPHOMORE COUNCIL
The sophomore council is looking
forward to their meetings at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Fitzpatrick with much interest.
The
meeting is sure to be a treat, and
every member will be expected to
be there.
Don't forget that Mrs.
Fitzpatrick is to give a very interesting talk.
FRESHMAN COUNCIL
The freshman council held its
regular meeting in the Club room
of the YMCA on Tuesday evening.
The speaker was Rev. J. K. Goode.
After a very brief devotional Rev.
Goode spoke to the council on
'The Right Way of Living'. This
talk was enjoyed by all, and Rev.
Goode is welcomed to meet with
the council as often as he sees fit.
The meeting was closed with a
few word sof prayer.

|

The Rev. Nat. G. Long spoke to
a group of cadets in the Club room
of the Y for a few moments after
vesper services Sunday evening.
The subject of Reverand Long's
talk was "The Importance of a
Man's Job in Forwarding the Standard of Jesus" The talk was brief
and to the point, and much benefit
was derived from it because of the
way in which the speaker conducted the discussion.
After the
talk the cadets were free to ask 1
questions or to make any state- i
i
ments concerning the subject. The
main point that was elaborated, was
before attempting anything, ask
yourself the questions — Is it the
honest thing to do? Is it the pure
thing to do? Is it the unselfish
thing to do? and Is it the loving
thing to do?
The meeting was closed with a
prayer.

Joe Sloan's

N1

I1

g CANDY

THE REV. NAT. G. LONG
The Rev. Nat. G. Long while making his stay at the YMCA has held
interviews with various students.
Through his experiences in visiting
a great many colleges in the United
States he has been able to assist
many students in solving a few of
their problems. Mr. Long has been
very helpful, and he will be welCOMPANY BASKETBALL
Company basketball commenced comed to return at his earliest op^Tuesday, February 18, at the court portuntiy.
of the YMCA gymnasium.
Every
company is to be represented. After
SOCIAL PLANNED
eliminations a tournament will be
held in which the champion of the
The chairman of the Bible study
* school will be determined. Various committee has planned a delightcompanies are working daily to at- ful social to be held in the near
•tain this championship.
The ma- future.
This social is to be for
terial looks good for practically those that are going to take an
every company in school.
active part in the Bible study on
The following are prospects from the companies, and for the leaders
each company.
of the Evening Watch groups. This
*A—McNinch, Davis.
social affair is to be a very enB—Bouknight
joyable hour so be sure and do not
_ C—Cochran, Day
miss it.
D—Crow, Clayton, Bates, Bengal
*F—Green, Pritchard, Horton
PR. AND MRS. D. W. DANIEL.
H—Saylors, Fisher
ENTERTAIN SOPH COUNCHJ
.1—Johnstone
K—Epting, Rentz, Speth, Kirchner,
The Sophomore council held their
Fridy
regular meeting at the home of
L—Stephens, Wilson, Bailey
Dr. and Mrs. D. W. Daniel Tuesday
M—Townsend, Shields
'Band—Hoyt, Deadwley, Hunt, Hart, evening, February 11. Instead of
a devotional hour the entire period
Mayfield
Drum and Bugle Corps—Rogers, was given over to a social program.
Bowles, Nash,
Upon arriving the council memyone not on the varsity or
'bohunk squad is eligible for play bers were greeted by Mrs. Daniel.
on their company team.
Get to- After a very informal talk the
gether and get the best men on the meeting was called to order by
company to represent you on the the president. The president askscompany team.—Win the Champion- ed Mr. Holtzendorff to make a few
introductory remarks.
Following
ship.

CURB SERVICE
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TO KEEP YOUR CAR OUT OF TROUBLE

WE ARE EQUIPPED
TO SERVE YOUR CAR AT THE

TIGER SERVICE STATION
AND TO REPAIR YOUR CAR AT THE

COLLEGE GARAGE
W. K. MOORE, Prop.
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UNIFORMS

BLECKLEY DRY CLEANERS
Pipes save no
midnight oil
IF PIPES made the man, anybody
at all could rise in the world just
by smoking a few pounds of Edgeworth. But pipes do not make the man.
Men make the pipe—most men do.
Somewhat depends on the individual,
more on the pipe, and the tobacco is
most important of all. Things must
be congenial.
Edgeworth is a congenial tobacco;
cool, slow-burning, fully flavored.
Edgeworth has poise, kindly good
nature, real tobacco personality —
Edgeworth welcomes new friends.
Many a good man has been pledged
to pipes by Edgeworth alone.
Like to meet Edgeworth? Just ask
with the coupon—and the postman
will bring your first few pipefuls of
the genuine, three years seasoned if
it's a day. Our treat, if you please.
Others have found Edgeworth and
quit their discontent.
So may it be with you!

EDGEWORTH
Edgeworth is a careful blend
of good tobaccos — selected
especially for pipe-smoking. Its
quality and flavor never
change. Buy it anywhere
— "Ready Rubbed" or
"Plug Slice"—15fi pocket
package to pound humidor tin.

Larus & Bro. Co., Richmond, Va.
I'll try your Edgeworth. And I'll try
it in a good pipe.

TIES

TOPCOATS
Repair Work a Specialty

HlllliaiEHIHSHllHSHHBH^

THE ROYAL TAILORS, INC.
Get That Million Dollar Look
CUSTOM

MADE TO

MEASURE

CLOTHES

Prices as Low as $22.50 and Up

All Wool and Guaranteed To Fit
25 Year's Experience in Measuring and Representing
America's Largest and Best Tailoring House
Assures You The Best of Service for Less Money My Prices are from $5.00 to $10.00 Less
than elsewhere

i'sS

For Good Clothes See

m

"JUDGE" KELLER
•rf^gisiaBHSiiHaEiaasEEHS^

EXIDE BATTERIES and BATTERY CHARGERS

SMITH SERVICE STATION
Day Phons 34-W

(and my seat of learning)
(and my postoffice and state)
Now let the Edgeworth come!

CLEAN

GAS -:- OILS -:- WASHING -:- REPAIRING

(Witness my seal)

V

1

1I

ELEVEN CENTS SHOWS
On Wednesday evenings, Friday
afternoons, and Saturday mornings
and afternoons eleven-cents talking
pictures are shown. In order not
to afford the cadets and inconvenience or extra cost the YMCA
has issued tickets good for twelve
of these shows. The cost of this
ticket or pass is fifty cents. Get
your ticket and see all of the pictures. Tickets will be available in
office of YMCA.
BIBLE STUDY GROUPS
The Bible study committee will
meet soon and decide on the date
to begin the Bible study on each
company in barracks.
The committee is working on a very extensive program, and are anticipating
on a large class on each company.
Be thinking of the best man on the
company to take charge.

|
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Night Phons 18-J
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See What
"The man who gives in when he
is wrong," said the street orator,
"is a wise man, but the man who
gives in when he is right is ■
"
"—Married", said a meek voice
in the rear.
Is that rooster crowing ?
No, that's the hens saying their
'Now I lay me".
Your son is pursuing his studies
in college, isn't he?
I guess so. He is always behind.
Does your husband object to cats?
I should say he does. He says I
feed all the cats in the neighborhood. Won't you stay for tea?

Angry—I'll give you a wallop.
Intended—Don't bother. I won't
know how to eat it.
Science Teacher—Name a liquid
that won't freeze.
Stude—Hot water.
Neighbor—So your son got his
B. A. and M. A.?
Father—Yes but his P. A. Still
supports him.
What's the difference between a
barber and a mother?
One has shavers to raise and the
other has razors to shave.

Have you heard about the Scotchman that sat up all night watching
you his wife's vanishing cream?

What's the meanest thing
can do to a woman?
Will her a fortune payable at the
age of thirty-five.

Minister—I hear, Paddit, they've
gone dry in the village where your
brother lives?
A woman's mouth is generally
Paddie— Dry, (Mian?
They're
compared to a rosebud, but the rose- parched. I've just had a letter from
bud is usually closed.
Mike and the postage stamp was
Arriving Missionary—May I ask stuck on with a pin.
what course you intend to take with
"Now", said a college freshman
me?
to his dad at a football game,
Cannibal—The regular one. You
"You'll see more excitement for
will be the fish.
two dollars than you have ever seen
before."
It was along a -beautiful stretch
"I don't know", replied his dad,
of highway and the telephone line
"That's
what my marriage license
along the way was in the hands of
cost
me."
the repair men. She was driving
when all of a sudden she spied the
Daughter—Mother, do you want
men climbing the telephone poles.
me
to put the parrot on the back
"Ernest, look at those fools,"
porch?
she exclaimed.
"Do they think 1
Mo^ier—Positively No. Your fanever drove a car before?"
ther is in the back yard working
on the oar.
Cop (to motorist)—Hey, you can't
park next to this hydrant.
Jarrard— Will the anaesthetic
Motorist—Oh, yes I can, this cat- make me sick?
is on fire.
Doctor—No, I think not.
Jarrard—How long will it be
"Is Margaret having any success before I know anything?
in learning how to drive the car?"
Doctor—Aren't you expecting too
"Well, the road is beginning to much from an anaesthetic?
turn every time she does."
Pardon me, professor, but last
New Boy—Could you tell me night your daughter accepted my
proposal of marriage. I have called
the way to the lecture hall?
Old Bey—'Fraid I can't, I'm a this morning to ask if there is any
insanity in your family.
student myself.
There must be.
Physics Teacher—Are there any
Sheheen—I could tell some good
questions?
You
jokes,
but what's the use?
Student—Yes sir, how do you
calculate the horse power of a don- would only laugh at them.
Y. M. Holtzendorff—I doubt it.
key engine?

WITH THE ALUMN
Washington, D. C.
The annual meeting of the Washington chapter of the Clemson Alumni Association was held at the City
Club on Tuesday, February 11, immediately following the regular
monthly luncheon.
Edgar Morris,
President during 1929, presided in
his customary efficient and entertaining style.
A very interesting feature of the
meeting was an inspirational address
by the Honorable Robert A. Cooper,
former governor of South Carolina.
In concluding his talk, the ex- governor stated that he deplored the
fact that the South Carolina Society
of Washington had practically become inactive and that he hoped the
Clemson Chapter would take the lead
in reviving this splendid society. It
was recalled that the society was organized by several Winthrop Graduates and the speaker felt that it was
very fitting that the Clemson men
come to the aid, now that the organ
zation is in danger of passing entirely. Altho Governor Cooper did
not attend Clemson, he has always
been a most loyal supporter of Clemson and the local chapter is proud to
boast the fact that he is a full-fledged
member.
The following officers were elected for the new year:

President—Col. Onan A, Hydrick, '10
First V.-P.—Jack S. Williams, '23
Second V.-P.
Thomas G. Wall
Secretary—Warren G. Clardy, ex. '06
Assst. Secretary—L. G. Richardson
Treasurer—Robert Cheatham, '16
This meeting closed the most successful year ever enjoyed by the
chapter. Under the able guidance
of Edgar Morris, retiring president,
the progress and. growth has been
very marked. Mr. Morris also had
the honor of serving as president of
the local Kiwanis Club.
Several
very interesting and enjoyable fea- |
tures were provided for the members during the past year. Of greatest note were the banquets which had
as guests President Sikes, Dr. Daniel, Ex-Governor Cooper, Senator
Ellison Smith, Representatives McSwain, McMillan, and Hare, Mutt
Gee, and Coach Cody: and also a
boat trip to Norfolk for the Clemson-V. M. I. football game and a
'mnquet after the game in honor o"
the Clemson football team.
Colonel Hydrick is well known to
Clemson men and South Carolinians
as he served in the state legislature. I
He will also be remembered for hii
football exploits at Clemson.
He
possesses all of the desired qualifi- .-:
cations for this present position and
it is confidently felt that the chapter
will continue to grow and prosper
under his administration.
—Frank J. Jervey—'14.

Will Do
Like Two Pens for the Price of One
. .. and a Desk Base Included
Pen GUARANTEED FOR LIFE!
For only $10 you can now
buy this Parker streamlined
Convertible Duofold Desk Pen,
including a handsome onyx
base to hold it, and a Pocket Cap
with Clip to change it to a Pocket Pen on leaving for classes.
Parker Duofold, a pen that
doesn't have to be forced by
pressure beca-:
heavy gold,
hand-ground,
.--smocth,
iridium-tipped pcird: responds

with Pressureless Touch! A
pen that's guaranteed for life!
Streamlined barrel of nonbreakable Permanite sets lower in the pocket than others because the clip starts at theTOP,
not halfway down the cap.
For a shorter -way to better
grades and more productive
studying, see these handsome
Parker speed writers at a nearby pen counter today!
THE PARKER PEN COMPANY
Janesville, "Wisconsin

THE SAME PEN
and the same point—
always the one you prefer

In Your Pocket

On Your Desk

Like 2 Pens for the Price of One
Removing the tapered pen end changes it
to a Pocket !'■//. <r adding a f. per to
Parker's Pocket Pen makes ita D, .j. Pen.
Parker's exclusive Convertible feature
saves you the price of a second pen.

PEN GUARANTEED FOR LIFE

17.4% greater ink
capacity than average
Certified by the Miner Laboratories

:iJ53[Si;;:.T:;:'.( :;;::::::::; ;;::;: :-.";: :: :_r :;•;::::'.;:;:::::;: :j:.;:'X::)::: >:;;.::::.;:";;"::.»".".::::;:: K|!«!i!il!gi[Hligl[S|[HR|[«||g|BHa
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STORES DIXIE STORES STORES
ts6 Service Stations of Good things to eat._ Tank up your pantries
from these stations where you save by spending

Specials for Friday and Saturday
FEBRUARY 21 AND 22
SUGAR, 10 pound sack, Dixie Crystal
SPINACH, Del Monte, No. 2i/2 can
JAM, Del Monte, Assorted, No 2 can
SAUSAGE, Sunflower, large can
APPLE BUTTER, 36 ounce glass barrel
COCOA, 2 pound can
JELLO, Any Flavor, 3 packages
SALT, Morton's, 3 packages
SOAP, Octagon Special Size, 5 bars
CORN, Marcellus Brand, 2 cans
BEANS, Chestnut Hill, 2 cans
PEAS, Glen Valley, 2 cans
KRAUT, Chestnut Hill, No. 2 can
MATCHES, 6 5-cent boxes
RICE, Fancy Blue Rose, per pound
GRITS, Hudnuts, 5 pounds
WHITE FISH, 6 pound kit

$ .55
.17%
.29
.27
-25
-27
-25
-25
-19
-25
-25
-25
-10
-15
-05
-19
-89

DIXIE'S GARDEN OF FRESH VEGETABLES
LETTUCE
TURNIP GREENS
CELERY
GREEN CABBAGE
CARROTS
CAULIFLOWER
GREEN TOP TURNIPS GREEN BEANS

SWEET POTATOES
SPRING ONIONS
SPINACH
NEW POTATOES

We have just received a car of Aristook County Maine Seed Irish
Potatoes—COBBLERS and BLISS
^^
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these four wishes, the wish for se Last year saw it enthusiastically re♦>€
curity, the wish of recognition, the ceived on Broadway.
wish of response, and the wish ot
The hero is caught in a maze of ♦1*
new experiences determines all oi embarrassing situations because he
human conduct. These are the for- has lost his money gambling and
ces which motivate us in all of our can't just seem to find anybody to
Prof. Newman Directs Remodactions. This talk proved to be ver\ lend him five shililngs. But worst
eling of Garden Plot Around interesting. It was regretted that the )f all, he is in love with Mrs. MaMemorial to the Heroes of group of listeners was not larger jor Phobbs.
There are misunderAt the conclusion of Mr. Williams
;tandings, pistols, love scenes, and
the World War
talk, the society was adjourned.
'udicrous complications just as cere!ully motivated as they are in the
Under the skillful management
DRAMATICS CLUU
'•>est three-act plays.
In fact, its
of Prof. C. C. Newman the small
.On the evening of Feb. 2 8, tl>" ^layers have decided to prove to
garden plot surrounding the World
heir audience that it is equally as
War Memorial tablet on Pendleton Dramatics Club will present it!
Road has been completely remodel- first bona fide entertainment. Then
ramatic and entertaining.
ed. The plot has been shaped to will be three parts to the evening'?
The hero has the principal comic
resemble a wide heart boardered offerings: "Creatures of Impulse", "ole, but he is ably assisted by the
by dwarf boxwood, and the origi- scene from "Macbeth", and "Lend antalizing waitress and the thunder
When the
nal lombardy populars have been Me Five Shillings". In last week'f :ng jealous husband.
replaced by junipers, nandina, azal- tiger the first named was discussed 'ast named enters, he can be heard
ias, and several plants of the genus it is a comedy throughtout and will 'ike an approaching storm, and the
GREENVILLE, S. C.
cederus.
This spot has attracted be presented in costume. The club hero trembles and trembles, until he
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
the attention of many passing mot- feels that this one little play alone has gone again. To mention all the
orists and pedestrians since the will be worth the price of admission parts here is both impossible and
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO COLLEGE MEN
work began several days ago.
"Lend Me Five Shillings" was impracticable.
CLOTHING, HATS, SHOES, FURNISHING
When the trees were planted a originally "produced at the HeyThere is friendly but earnest riATHLETIC GOODS
few years ago, a seedling from the market Treatre, London, the 19th of valry between the three groups
large live oak which guards Gen. February 1846—the Queen and scheduled for the 28. The ShakeAndrew Pickens grave was planted Prince Albert were among the dis- speareans will have authentic beards
aaiaagisiagiaiigia«te^^
twenty feet to the rear of the tinguished, persons present-—.
It through which to grunt, and whis19 0 5—S ILVER ANNIVERSAR Y—1 9 3 0
tablet, and it is expected for this was received with much laughter per, and shout their bloodcurdling
Unusual
opportunities for men who wish to enter the
tree to some day guard the memory and stamped with the uniquivic'al lines.
If plans do not miscarry,
life insurance field
of those brave heroes who died in seal of success."
they will also appear in authentic
Old Line Life Insurance with
the Word War as its parent guards
The foregoing excerpt reveals that Shakespearean costume. The "Creathe grave of Gen. Fickens.
the play is English and of a high tures of Impulse" will be dressed in
Low Cost Guaranteed—Not Estimated
order. But best of all, it is a farce in gaudy colors for their contriSOUTHEASTERN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
comedy, filled to overflowing with bution. The "Lend Me Five ShilOrganized 1905
the funniest situations imaginable. lings" group will do their best in
C. O. MILFORD President
Southeastern Life BJdg.
It is bound to keep the most mixed evening clothes and careful make-up. s;
Greenville, South Carolina
audiences smiling, chuckling, and
All in all, it promises to be
laughing from the curtain. It has the most colorful and delightful
Capital, Surplus and Reserve for protection of policybeen played successfully at most of dramatic menu ever offered at Clemholders over $3,900,000.00
the principal theatres of America. son.
The Clemson College Cadet Corps
staged its second Sunday afternoon
retreat parade on the afternoon of
February 16. The purpose of the
two parades, which have been made
possibly by the fact that ttie practice of giving week-end leave has
been discontinued for the present
on account of the prevalence of
infectious diseases throughout this
state, was to prepare the corps for
annual spring inspection and to afford the public a chance to see the
cadets of this institution display
their ability to drill.
After the splendid manner in
which the entire regiment performed during the first of the two exhibitions, requests for a repetition
were numerous.
The decision to
stage the second performance was
made early enough to allow advertizing of the event. The crowd
of spectators that gathered from
both far and near was estimated at
six or seven hundred persons.

PLOT IS REMODELED
FOR WAR MEMORIAL
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Clinkscales & Crowther

TRANSFER^

J. 0. Jones Co.

CORPS GIVES PARADE
BEFORE LARGE CROWD

on the lot its AGT'ON /

GLOBS AND SOCIETIES
PHI PSI
Last Thursday night, Feb. 13, Phi
Psi held, its regular meeting in Dr.
Mullin's classroom. The second degree of initiation was administered
to the pledges. The pledges rendered some very enjoyable songs.
one of these was dedicated to Mr.
Jim Attaway.
All deemed is especially appropriate.
It was decided that the banquet in honor of
the administration of the third and
last degree to the pledges will be
held within the next two weeks.
The ceremonies and the discussion
period took up all of the meeting
time.
The members of Phi Psi are still
entertaining the hope that they may
be able to secure a meeting place
of their very own sometime in the
'near future. A club room for the
society is the goal.

... in

B
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EASY TO SAY, hard to do." Easy to claim
everything for a cigarette; not so easy to give
the one thing that really counts: taste.
Hard to do—but Chesterfield does it. Sparkling flavor, richer fragrance, the satisfying character that makes a cigarette—because, in every
step, we aim at taste . . .

PALMETTO IilTKKABT SOCIETY
The Palmetto Literary Society
held its regular meeting in the society hall last Thursday evening.
This meeting was made the occasion for the installation of the Officers.
At the conclusion of the
ceremonies, President-elect J. A.
Yeargin took over the management
of the society.
At this time Mr. B. O. Williams,
State Leader of the Boy's and Girl's
Clubs, delivered an excellent talk on
"The Four Wishes." He said that

TAS T E above everything

MILD ... and yet
THEY SATISFY

hesterfield

FINE TURKISH and DOMESTIC tobaccos, not only BLENDED but CROSS-BLENDED

© 1929,

LIGGETT

& MYEBS

TOBACCO CO.

T
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SPORTS

TIGERS FLASH AFTER IDLE WEEK

KJPPEMEYi
Well, this week turned out fairly well in favor of Clemson's athletic teams. Florida was humbled twice in succession and Georgia Tech drank the same bitter dregs some
nights later. Only Georgia barely eked a win over the Tiger
pugs Saturday night. That is the gist of Tiger activities last
week.
Before rambling off on another subject, it might be well to
say a few words on basket-ball, particularly Tiger basketball.
Next Tuesday marks the end of the season for Clemson with
Erskine furnishing the opposition.
After that game the
Bengals trek to Atlanta to be in at the finish of the tournament. To close an already brilliant season with a successful
gesture down at the conference tourney will be just about
all that anybody could hope for. A dish served up in this
royal style would garnish the Tigers' sport menu in a manner befitting their ancient lineage in the days when the roar
from the foothills brought disaster to the hearts of its foes.
To accomplish in fact what we think about on paper means
the vanquishing of teams that previously have defeated Clemson's court marvels. Probably Clemson will be bracketed with
such a team as Alabama, the big hurrah so far in the conference. Such a thing is possible, it's happened before you
know. But all this is so much junk insomuch as facts are
concerned. You can take it as it stands, add more to it, ior
leave it.
POINTS
Reviewing the past week's performances with Tech's and Florida's
fives, we can sum up in just a few
words the main features of the
Tiger wins.
Aggressive offense,
coordination, a refractory defense,
and excellent floor-work were the
factors in the victories.
Wednesday night, the 'Gators proved difficult for a time, but Thursday night
was a different tale. Clemson just
could not seem to miss any shots.
Tech battled valiantly with the
remnant of last year's fast stepping team, but they failed to subdue the Tigers on Saturday night.
MITT MATTER
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Georgia
Palmer, 1
Sanford, f
V. Smith, c
Anderson, g
Martin, s
Strickland, c
Reeder, g

FG FT TP

Totals
Clemson
Gibson, f
Jones, f
Clark, c
Lester, g
Woodruff, g
Thomas, f
Crain, c
Smith, g

13 in 36
FG FT XT
2 3"
0 11

SPORTS

He—Do you know what the line
If I should kiss you would you
scream?
of least resistance is?
She—Yes.
Well, I don't see :how I could if
He—You are right.
you did it right.

1a
V.
K
K
X

i
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HEW FRIENDLY FIVE SHOES - SEE THEM
BIG SHIPMENT OF SPORT SHOES COMING

13

Totals

POLO SHIRTS ON THE WAY

(i

For girls to. try to be mysterious
again by wearing long skirts is like
buying a lock after the spare tire
is stolen.
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JUNIORS AND SENIORS, Remember My Offer to

j

You and See My New Spring Goods.

STOP
that

HOKE SLOAN

COLD and C O U a H
tak't

I

|
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FOR CLEMSON

AT CLEMSON

Th» "QUICK RBI IEF ' Cold Rerot^ In
ColU*. Stod.nti. »ld by • Coll... St.ic'cnl

&

DIAMOND BABBLINGS
Baseball and all its necessary
chatter will soon discharge its quota
of thrills upon the sporting world
Locally, only the pitchers and catchers have begun to loosen winter's
knots and stiffnesses.
STATION ANNOUNCERS
Clemson placed third in state honors for basketball, Erskine and Furr.ian being ahead of the Tigers. In
the state, Furman is the only team
that has won from the Bengals.
Erskine by virtue of only one loss
to the Tigers' two, clinched second
place. Conference honors are spread
out all the way from first to ninth
place. Clemson ranks ninth. Such
teams as Alabama, Duke, Sewanee,
Kentucky and Georgia are the only
teams above Clemson courtsters.
Our week of quarantine caused us
to drop into twelfth place, but the
showing of the past week helped us
along to the ninth.
The tournament will tell, however.

The pugs sing the season's swan
song at the end of the month
about the same time the basketeers are winding up theirs. This
meet of theirs, speaking of the boxers, happens at Virginia from the
twenty-eighth of the month to the
first of March. Not much has been
said of the puglists because most
of their big bouts have been held
at distant schools.
However, the
Bengal mittmen certainly boast of
a bunch of clean hitters and hard
fighters. Georgia and Tulane only
have been able to stop their up- Bulldogs Get Four Point Marward climb.
And their definite
gin in Final Minutes oi
rating in such a large group as the
Close and Thrilling
conference w ill be determined at
Game
the meet.
Seigle seems to be the
biggest card in the Tigers' deck of
The University of Georgia Bullfighters.
Besides him are others
in the various weights that promise flogs halted the Tiger's winning
plenty and then some.
So we'll streak of four games last night in
sit and wait for the final results. the field house and came through to
win a breath-taking contest by a
FOOTBAL.li
36-32 score ^after the Tigers had
fought
their way to a 32-29 lead a
Spring football is continuing to
derelop next year's Yellow Peril few minutes 'before thegame ended.
The half ended. 18-11 for the
along lines of visible success. Coach
Georgians,
but Smith, Jones and
Cody is rounding out a hardy bunch
of reterans in these few weeks of Crain began breaking through the
practice that promise to give the stanza and made seemingly imgoods sometimes in October, and possible shots to put the Tigers In
the lead 32-29. Then, with four ininfrom then on too.
utes to play, Sanford and Palmer reTRACK STARTS
gained the Georgian lead by a brilAny size-up of track is impossible liant comeback and the game ended
at this date, but a large group of shortly after with the Tigers on the
tracksters are daily priming them- hopeful end.
Captain Bob Jones, with twelve
selves for the long grind ahead.
With a husky bunch of new comers points, Crain, Woodruff, and Smith,
and last year's nucleus to build on, for the Tigers, were brilliant in their
the prospects at present are enough gallant comeback in the second half.
to warm the cockles of any coach's Sanford and Palmer were all over
heart.
As soon as the weather the floor for the visitors and each
limbers up and releases a good crop rung up nine points from difficult
of heat, the season will begin to ansrles.
Lineups:
get under way in real style.

GEORGIA TAKES CLOSE
GAME FROM CLEMSON

Removing mental barriers
In the Bell Telephone System men are
constantly studying new ways to make the
customer's dealings with the company
easy and pleasant. The new "counterless" idea, now being introduced in the
telephone company's business offices, is a
case in point.
Here the customer is placed at once on
a friendly personal basis with the company

representative. He is invited to sit down
comfortably and discuss his business. Certainly more satisfactory than standing at a
counter.
This single instance represents a point
of view which telephone men think is important. Telephone service calls for engineering skill and more—it needs human
understanding.

BELL SYSTEM
*A nation-wide system of inter-connecting telephones

"OUR

PIONEERING

WORK

HAS
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BEGUN

